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A study of the CDAW 9C substorm of May 1986 
using magnetogram inversion technique 
and a substorm scenario with two active phases 

V. M. Mishin, • L. P. Block, 2 A.D. Bazarzhapov, 1 T. I. Saifudinova, 1 
S. B. Lunvushkin, 1 D. Sh. Shirapov, 1'3 J. Woch, 4's LElia, sson, 4 
G. T. Marklund. 2 L. G. Biotaberg, 2 and H. Opgenoorth e 

Abstract. One of the ('DAW 9(' substornts is investigated in this pa. per using the 
database reported by Hones et al. and supplelnented with magnetogram inversion 
technique (MIT) 2 data.. These latter have provided information about the dynamics 
of the open ta. il magnetic flux, current syst. ems in the ionosphere, and the size a. nd 
dyna, lnics of the current wedge. We have identified the growth, expansion, and 
recovery phases of this substorm, with characteristics expected from a generally 
accepted scenario. However, specific signatures were observed in the interval (0919- 
0935) [?T, i.e., between the growth and expansion phases, indicating the concurrent 
development of the substorln onset and corresponding instabilities in the innermost 
current sheet,, and slna,ll-scale cross-tail current disruptions without the open tail 
reconnection. In addition to signatures of small-scale dipolariza, tion, an increase 
of the open tail magnetic flux, and a current system of the type close to D P 2 
were observed a,t. (0919-0935) tIT, which is more likely to suggest predominance 
of the tail-stretching process than magnetic colla.pse. This fact was interpreted in 
letres of a releva, nt simple model a.s a signa.ture of the growth of the energy input 
h'om the solar wind which ensures the observable disturbance power. Hence the 
disturba,nce a,t (0919-0935) UT was more likely a driven one than a,n mfioading one. 
The aforementioned signa,tures make it possible t.o identify the interva.l (0919-0935) 
UT a,s the "pha.•_•e of multiple onsets" or (equivalently) the "first a, ctive phase," 
which was previously defined by Mishin [1991, and references therein] a,s one of the 
four standard phases of a typical substorln (in addition to the expansion phase). 
Thus the ca. se st.•tdy supports the substorm scenario with two active phases and, 
a. ccordingl.x..', with two different kinds of physics. This case study illustrates also 
the inforlnativity of MIT 2 data and their ability to effectively complement the 
database tra, ditionally used in substorm studies. 

1. Introduction 

The term "magnet. ospheric substorm" was coined by 
.4kasof. [1968] and ('oro,•t,• e! al. [1968]. The subse- 
quent 30 years saw the emergence of a number of sub- 
st. orm models, which, however, differ even conceptually. 
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From 'observations it follows that there exist two 

main types of large-sca, le processes that initiate a typi- 
cal substorn•' processes of tail magnetic energy storage 
(growth phase by McPhe,'ro,• [1970]) and processes of 
explosive release of accumulated energy (substorm on- 
sets). There is little doubt. that the second type of pro- 
cesses are caused by tail current disruptions. However, 
these disruptions can be localized in the closed part of 
the tail, or they can also encompass the open tail. In the 
la.t,[er case a large-scale, near-Earth neutral line (NL) is 
produced. In the popular subsCorm model [e.g., Baker 
ctal., 1994] it is [his process of NL formation that, sets 
up the substorm a. ctive phase (expansion phase). 

The alternative RBSF, Kan, and Lui models were 
constructed by Rothwell et al... [1988a, b, 1989, 1991], 
by Ix'a. [1993, and references therein], and by i,.ui [1991, 
and references therein], respectively. In these mod- 
els, the tail current disruption is caused by nonlinear 
lnagnetosphere-io•osphere coupling. Plasma sheet re- 
connection is a secondary effect of current, disruption. 
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In the K model the expansion phase is driven by the 
solar wind dynamo, and substorms can occur without 
a near-Earth neutral line. In a new substorm model 

by L.qons [1995, 1996], the substorm expansion phase is 
also treated as a driven (i.e., not spontaneous) process, 
but, the driving factor is a decrease of the solar wind 
electric field E. In order for the expansion onset to be 
"turned on," it is necessary, according to this model, to 
turn off or attenuate the solar wind- magnetosphere dy- 
namo. No other types of substorm onsets (spontaneous 
substorm onsets) exist in this model. 

The present paper is concerned with an attempt to 
study different kinds of substorm onsets and their re- 
lat, ion to the formation of a near-Earth NL. With this 

object in view, we make use of the magnetogram inver- 
sion technique (MIT) 2 for determining the polar cap 
boundary, making it, possible to calculate its area. ,5' and 
the magnetic flux in the open tail, ß - •q'B, where B 
is a mean va, lue of the geomagnetic field strengt, h in the 
polar cap. Plots which show the variation of ß in the 
course of substorms, obtained by MIT 2 at time steps 
of about 1-10 rain, are the aforementioned principal ad- 
ditional infonna. tion. 

Tlmse plots of ß values were obtained by Mishin et 
al. for more than 30 substorms investigated by these 
authors, including 10 events that were also studied 
by other workers within the CDAW 6 and CDAW 9 
projects [see Mish, in el, al., 1992a' Mish2n, 1991' and 
references therein]. In all of the aforementioned cases 
without. except, ion, it, was found that the open •nag- 
net, ic flux ß increases in the course of the first, two 

substorm pha.ses, thus signalling the magnetic energy 
storage in the tail up to about 10 :•- 102:• erg. This 
process is interrupted spontaneously, or because of a 
northward turning of the interplanetary magnetic field 
(IMF), and gives way to form a near-Earth neutra.1 line 
and a rapid decrease of •, the beginning of which co- 
incides with expa. nsion onset. During the subsequent 
expansion phase the earlier accumulated energy of the 
order of 1() 2• - 10 '-':• erg is dissipated, 

Thus the result, s obtained lend support to the model 
with a, near-Earth NL. These results also favor the con- 

clusion tha, t the expansion phase is not, controlled di- 
rect, ly by the solar wind, but to a greater extent it, has 
an unloading character [cf. Baker, 1992; Akasofit,. 1992]. 

Moreover, additional information leads us to conclude 

that in a typical substorm there exists, apart from the 
known growth, expansion, and recovery phases, one 
more phase, which differs from the aforementioned ones 
in that, it involves plasma sheet instabilities and corre- 
sponding substorm onsets, but in the innermost plasma 
sheet only and without the formation of a large-scale 
near-Earth neutral line. This phase, observed after 
growth and prior to expansion, was called the "first 
active phase" or the "phase of multiple onsets." The 
observed disturbance power in this phase is usually less 
than but compara, ble with that of an expansion phase, 
although the ma. in energy source is provided by the so- 
lar wind' i.e., this phase is largely a driven rather than 
unloading one. The results obtained do not support. 
supposition t. hat the development of the substorm ac- 

tive phase is controlled by the tailward propagation of 
an impulse of decrease of the electric field E•'w, be- 
cause multiple onsets of the first active phase appear 
spontaneously. 

New information due to MIT 2 (plots of ß and other 
parameters calculated based on •) led also to the con- 
clusion that the sequence of the first, three phases of a 
typical substorm (i.e., the sequence of growth, multiple 
onsets, and expansion phases) is organized through a 
common global process that was called the "tail stretch- 
ing feedback" (TSF for short). TSF provides develop- 
ment of growth phase and multiple substorm intensi- 
fica, tions without la,rge-scale neutral line formation and 
prepares the explosive transition to the expansion phase 
created by the open tail reconnection [Mishi. e! al.. 
1992a,; M•,.sh•,. 1991, and references therein]. 

Taking into consideration SOlne methodological fea- 
tures and the fact that they (and MIT 2 as the whol&) 
are not, well known t,o the Journa,1 of Geophysical Re- 
search (JGR) rea, dership, the present, paper includes a 
more detailed out, line of these features. Thus this work 

is a first, (written for JGR) paper concerned with the 
aforementioned MIT 2 methods of determining ß and 
parameters derived fi'om •, a.s well a,s with the a, ppli- 
cat, ion of these methods for timing and investigating 
the ('DAW 9C substorm. Section 2 gives an outline of 
MIT 2. In this section we also describe procedures for 
calculating (on the basis of •) some other parameters. 
Subsequent sections describe a selected example sub- 
storm with allowance made for additional information 

which is used in conjunction with a, traditional set of 
observations. 

2. The MIT 2 Method 

The lnagnetogral• inversion technique (MIT) is a 
method to calculate a two dimensional (2-D) spatial 
distribution of both the ionospheric electric field and 
currents. It uses as inputs (1) measurements from a 
large number of ground-based magnetometers and (2.) 
a carefully selected model of the ionospheric height- 
integrated conductivity tensor •. MIT was used by 
Mishin [1968] and M2shin el, al. [1979, and references 
therein]. The well-known KRM technique [Kamide et 
al., 1981] is one variant of the MIT. A generalization of 
this method allows use of satellite electric and mag- 
netic field measurements as additional inputs [Rich- 
mond and Kam{de, 1988]. Input of auroral imager data 
provides more realistic instantaneous conductivity mod- 
els [Marklurid ½t al., 1987]. For a review, see Mishin 
[1990]. Having a global system of ionospheric currents 
obtained from ground-based magnetometers^, and a re- 
alistic model of the spatial distribution of X] one may 
calculate a series of other standard MIT outputs, in- 
cluding the ionospheric Joule heating and the distribu- 
tion of field-aligned current (FAC) density. 

Major advantages of MIT methods compared with 
other methods are that' (1) outputs may be calculated 
with high time resolution (At - 1 min or under special 
conditions At - 10 s), and (2) it gives a global instan- 
t. aneous survey of the ionospheric electric field E and 
currents. 
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A major disadvamage is poor spa, tiM resolution' 300- 
500 kin or ,-.-,•200 kill for a, locally denser •nagnet, olne- 
t, er cha, in. With this spatial resolution, the t}'pica,1 er- 
rors in E are < 10-20% for latitudes higher than .-0600 
More inlportant, ly, however, these errors are strongly 
dependent oil the conductivity model (see the reviews 
by :¾h,.sh•. [1990] a, nd R'•,chmond and Kamide [1[)88]). 

However, the nlain conclusions reported in this paper 
were drawn on the ba. sis of MIT 2 da, ta.. i.e., on the ba, sis 
of the part. of the MIT da,ta, tha. t is virtua. lly independent 
of the ionospheric conductivity hiedel. 

MIT 2 is an extension of MIT which enables calcula- 

tion of some other, physica. lly very interesting para. me- 
t. ers derived from the polar cap (PC) boundary a,s de- 
ternfined from the FAC, distribution, a. ssuming the PC 
boundary coincides with the high-latitudinal boundary 
of FAC region 1 (for a.n example, see Figure 3 and its 
description in the text.). Thus MIT 2 errors are deter- 
mined by those resulting from determining t, he afore- 
mentioned boundar}' using FAC density clistributions. 
As has been pointed out,, FAC density values depend 
on the conductivit}' model used. However, nlany }'ears 
of experience of MIT work show that the position of 
the FA(' region 1 boundary does virtually not change 
in going (in M1T ca, lcula, tions) from one conductivity 
nlodel to a, nother reasonably chosen model. In prat- 
t, ice, therefore, it, is even possible to use a, spatially ho- 
mogeneous conductivity model (when determining the 
polar cap bounda, ry). The location of PC bounda, ries in 
this case coincides wit, h t, ha, t, for inhomogeneous conduc- 
tivity within 1 ø- 3øof latitude' PC areas for the afore- 

mentioned conductivity riledels coincide within -+-10%. 

Thus irrespective of the ionospheric conductivity model 
used, errors of determining the po]a,r cap area turn out, 
t,o be rather snlall' they lie wit, hin those of the more di- 

rect methods. The main reason for the relatively sinall 
errors of MIT :2 is, perhaps, tha.t the most significant 
FA(',s appear near or at, the electrojets, which give the 
most clear signatures on the ground. Thus quantital, ive 
errors in FAC densit, y n•a,y be large, but errors in FA(_' 
locations are snla,11. 

Mishi, el al. [1992a] compa, red results of the MIT 2 
method of det, ermining the polar ca, p boundary,' bot, h 
with statistical results of an independent method by E1- 
phi,,sto•e e..l al. [1991], who used Viking auroral images, 
a, nd with the result by Bir• el al. [1,991], who used the 
Tsyganenko-1997 model. In both cases the deviation 
of the PC bounda,ries obtained bv the two Inethods did 

not exceed 1ø-3 øof latit, ude. The third compa, rison with 
DE 1 data, [Baker el al., 1994] ga,ve [he worst (though 
satisfactory) result,, shown in Figure 1. Here the vari- 
ations of the magnetic flux through the pola,r cap area 
,5" are shown in a, course of the substerm of 0000-0300 

UT, May 3, 1986, obtained by two methods. The plot, 
of 9D•: wa,s obta,ined using auroral images. Tile va,1- 
ues of 9•v•Ir calculated by MIT 2 [Mishzn ½t al.. 19.92b, 
Figure 1]. One can see that the greatest discrepancy 
of the results fi'om two nlethods does not exceed 25%. 

Importantly, the maxima of 9 on the t, wo plot, s coincide 
in time. It, is the tinle of a maximurn 9 t, ha•; is used a,s 

expansion onset when timing the substerm. 
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Figure 1. Variations of the magnetic flux through the 
polar cap (•) in the course of the substerm of May 3, 
1986, 0000-0300 UT. •z>• is ß from DE ida. ta. Baker 
el al. [1994]' •MI•n is froin MIT 2 da. ta.. 

The major parameters determined by 
MIT 2 are the following: 

Polar cap magnetic flux. The pola, r cap ma, g- 
net, ic flux is given by 

ß - B0S (1) 

where B0 is the average magnetic field in the polar cap 
and ,S' is the polar cap area,. 

Polar cap flux •2. The pola, r cap flux •2 is 
a value of • a,t the most quiet conditions when the 
Perrea, ult-Akasofu index • => 0. For more active peri- 
ods we can then xvrit, e 

• - •l + •2 (2) 

where •'-2 corresponds t,o •;he reference level when the 
IMF /3z - /4• - 0, and • is the excess polar cap flux 
at higher activity. 

The flux •'2 is probably closed during quiet periods, 
a, lthough it, nla,y include some sma,ll open flux within it. 
The closed part, must be due to "viscous drag" pulling 
the field lines to t, he far end of the tail, thus ca, using the 
•ninimum auroral and magnetic a, ctiviW prevailing dur- 
ing even the •nost quiet, periods. During higher a,c[ivity, 
illore flux • is added to the polar cap magnetic flux. 
The inethod of determining •2 is given below and, in 
more det, a, il, by Mishin [1990, section 2]. Knowing • 
a. nd •2, we can then ca. lcula.[e • from (2). 

Figure 2 gives a[ypical exa. mple of a • plot, for a 
t, ime interva.1 containing both quie[ and substorm peri- 
ods. One can see a significan[ value of • (,--,4 x 108 Wb) 
even a,t the most, quiet time (before 2045 UT) when the 
Perrea. ult-Aka, sofu index e => 0. The • values are in- 

creased during substerms by a, fa, c•or of 2-3, at most, a,s 
seen in Figure 2. Statistically, •'2 depends on the solar 
wind kinetic energy,' flux Pa - (nl/'3) •/2 according to 

ß •. - 2'2 + 5P• (3) 

in units of 107 ¾Vb, Pd(1012s -3/2) -- 3.2x 10-5(nk'•3) 1/2 
where n is in reciproca,1 centimeters cubed and 1• • is 
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Figure 2. IUustra, tion of the method to det, erndne 
the polar cap flux •2 at, quiet conditions when the 
Perreault-Akasofu index r • 0. That is the case in the 
event shown before 2045 UT at September 25, 1986. 

in kilometers per second. The regression equation (3) 
is obtained by the method of least squares. Sixteen 
pairs of •2 and P• values are used for quiet intervals in 
March-May 1986. 

There are thus two alternative ways of determining 
ß 2' by assuming it as the reference level of • observed 
before an isolated substorm when z is negligible, and 
from equation (3). Experience suggests that the differ- 
ences between • vMues obtained by the two methods 
do not exceed 25%. 

If the conclusions stated above are valid, two phys- 
ically different parts of the polar cap flux exist., con- 
sistent, wit, h DMSP particle observations by Aka,so. fucl 
al. [1992, p.1513]. They found that "there is a.n an- 
nular belt, of precipitation of soft electrons (--,300 eV) 
which extends poleward fi'om the aurora,1 oval" Inside 
this belt, is the polar ra, in on open field lines. The size of 
this open region, "at. least for both medium and wea, k 
substorms ... varies roughly in harmony with the AE 
index" Figure 4 of [Aka.sofu, 1992] shows that. there ex- 
ists also a near-pole part, of the polar cap which does 
not disappear in the quietest periods of more than 24 
hours, during which the AE index tenmined on a level 
below 100 nT. 

We associate •1 and •2 with the variable part of the 
polar cap and with its near-pole part that remMns at 
quiet times, respectively. 

Poynting vector flux. The Poynting vector flux 
into the magnetosphere is the third major parameter to 
be found from MIT 2 a.nMysis. It may be expressed as 

z': (4) 

assuming that •t alone represents open flux; ltll -- 4• X 
10-rH/m; 1 .... is the solar wind speed; mid ,5'r is t, he 
totM cross section of the magnetotM1 lobes, containing 
all open flux. Indeed, formula (4) may be rewritten as 

- wsr v (5) 

where Ws is the energy density of the magnetic field. 
Furthermore, let Ws be the energy density of the elec- 
tric field in the plasma, and let C be the speed of light. 
It, is known from electrodynamics that when 

V 2 <<C '2 

then the inequality holds 

As a, result. we get. expression (4) [Piddz•glo., 1963; 
,S'isco½ a',d Cunzmt,•gs. 1969; Akasofu. 1977; H.•ll. 1983; 
Mishin, 1990]. At given • and V, formula (4) may 
be regarded as a trivial corollary of the definition of 
d as the electromagnetic energy flux (13• + 
from the solar wind into the magnetosphere under the 
condition (6). In (4), ,d is in watts, V is assumed to 
be available from ISEE 3 or IMP 8 measurements, and 
,$'T -- 7r/•..•., where /•,T is the open magnetotail radius. 
We assumed that the appropriate value for substorms 
is Rr = 22.5 R•. In fact, Rr is a weakly variable quan- 
tity. At (10- 20) RE, values increase during 
the substorm within,-- (18-25) R• [Akasofu, 1977, and 
references therein]. Therefore, assuming RT=const, we 
somewhat overestimate the range of variation of d. 

Efficiency of power generator and tail length. 
The efficiency •c of the power s/generator and tail length 
1T can be estimated in the framework of the 2-D Dungey 
model using the MIT parameter • and solar wind 
rameters measured by a satellite. For this purpose, we 
now consider the continuity equation for open magnetic 
flux •t [Russell, 1979] 

M- R- d•l/dt (7) 

Here M is the magnetic merging rate at the dayside 
neutrM point. N•, and/• is the reconnection rate at, the 
nightside neutral point N2. 

According to h'an and Lee [1979], 

M(kl,')- V/(/_t0/47r)sV (8) 

where 

• -(47r/p0)VB 2 sin4(0/2)/• (9) 

Here • is the well-known index by Perreaul! and Akasofu 

Suppose 

where t is time; and lr is the tail length, i.e., the dis- 
t, ance between 3;1 and N2. For ! > to + At we then 
have 

•II1 = M1y/k' (12) 

if it is further assumed for the sake of simplicity that 
M = 0 when t < to and M=const>0 when t > to. From 
(12) and (4) it follows that 

- 

whence it is evident that when M=const the input 
power d varies as 1}. In other words, the efficiency 
n of the power •' generator is proportional to 1}, i.e., 

,c -(1T/1TO) 2 (14) 
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where IT0 is some basic (invariable) value. We next note 
that the quantities • in (9) and • in (13) both have the 
same meaning. We may write c - c' when IT -- lro. 
From (13) we then have 

'72 
• = M-l•,o/l•oVS•, (15) 

where M is defined by expression (8). From (13)-(15), 

• - d/• (16) 

Hence values of • can be estimated by two methods 
using either (14) or (16). 

Location of western end of westward electro- 

jet. Knowing the equivalent current system, the loca- 
tion (latitude, •N, and MLT, tw) of the western end 
of the westward electrojet can be found which coincides 
with the Harang discontinuity center in DP 2 but not, 
DP 1. The parameters tw and •N (especially the for- 
mer) can serve as indicators of the type of equivalent 
current syst, em' the value of tw ,023 hours of MLT cor- 
responds to the DP • type, i.e., to a two-vortex current 
system existing under quiet conditions and at, substorm 
before the appearance of the current, wedge or, equiv- 
a. lently, before the appearance of cross-tail current dis- 
ruption. The system of real ionospheric Hall currents 
is qualitatively identical to the equivalent, current sys- 
tem. Therefore the dynamics of the latter qualitatively 
reflects also the dynamics of the convection system (i.e., 
E x B - drift) of ionospheric plasma: under quiet con- 
ditions this latter also has the DP 2 type. 

Disruption of cross-tail current produces a. current 
wedge which includes the ionospheric westward electro- 
jet [e.g., McPherron ½! al., 1973, and references therein]. 
The superposition of the latter on DP 2 currents en- 
hances the preexisting westward auroral electrojet and 
weakens the eastward one. Thus the overall current sys- 
tem is altered' the morning vortex (containing the west,- 
ward electrojet) is enhanced, and the eastward vortex 
is partially suppressed. The system becomes a. quasi- 
one-vortex system, which is denoted by the symbol 
DP 1. For an example of the DP 2 =• DP 1 tran- 
sition described above, see Figure 3a. "Clean" DP 2 
and "clean" DP 1 are observed at 0915 UT and 0940 

UT, respectively. It, is evident that the DP 2 => DP 1 
transition is characterized by a variation of tw from 
,--2300 MLT to 1500 MLT (magnetic local time) and by 
a variation of •N from 670 to --•75 ø. Such variations 
of tw are typical of substorms, although their swing 
varies within 4-8 hours of MLT. (For details, see Mishin 
[199.1]). From the foregoing discussion i• follows that 
the DP 2 --• DP 1 transitions characterize the current 

wedge dynamics. As will be apparent in the following, 
plots of tw and (I)N are used as one of tools for timing 
substorms, i.e., to determine phase start times. 

Power input- internal dissipation difference. 
For the same purpose (substorm timing) the difference 
between power input and internal dissipation 

P - - ( 7) 

may be used. (We use QT synony•nously with /-'T of 
Akasofu [1981] to avoid confusion with universal time, 
UT). The sign of P is a signature of driven (P > 0) or 
unloading (P < 0) substorm phases. 

The total substorm dissipation power was calculated 
from 

QT - 2Qi + 2Qn + (18) 

Akasofu [1981] has described how to estimate QT. We 
estimate Qr (in watts) from 

Qi - / EpE 2dS (19) 
1.2 x 108AE (20) 

Qo• - 4 x 10•3(d•st/dt + Dst/r) (21) 

The unit for D•t and AE is in nanoteslas. The bar 
above D means "corrected for solar wind pressure," S is 
the area, limited by (I> = 60 ø, and r is the characteristic 
ring current, decay time. The values of r from 0.5 to 7 
hours will be used in the present study of the CDAW 9C 
substorm, according to Gonzalez et al. [1989]. (see 
section 4 for details). 

It. was noted by Zwickl et al. [1987] that Q•. de- 
pends critically on the characteristic time r, which is 
known with large uncertainty. However, due to the fast 
increase in Qsr at expansion phase onset, the timing ob- 
tained from the change of sign of P is not correspond- 
ingly uncertain. In our experience, the uncertainty in 
timing is a few minutes, and often less. Additional use 
of other methods of substorm timing (the methods de- 
scribed in section 4) can decrease the error significantly. 
Thus MIT provides a significant amount, of additional 
information about. substorm processes. 

In the next sections we describe the event of May 
3, 1986. The case considered below was not. the most 
favorable because solar wind parameters were unavail- 
able. However, the main goal is to ascertain either the 
absence or the presence in the substorm of two types 
of substorm onsets with or without large-scale current, 
wedge and, correspondingly, with decreasing or increas- 
ing ß •. An additional (to the plot of •) and indepen- 
dent signature of the occurrence of large scale current 
wedge is provided by information on the DP 2 => DP 1 
transition. Such data (for both • and DP current 
systems) are available for the present study, as are a 
wealth of other data which are traditionally used. An 
important advantage of the event under consideration is 
that this substorm has already been subjected to a pre- 
liminary study. This circumstance simplifies our study 
greatly. 

3. The Event on May 3, 1986 

The substorm at 09-11 UT on May 3, 1986, was stud- 
led by Hones el al. [1987, also E. W. Hones Jr. et al., 
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An auroral surge associated with plasma sheet recov- 
ery and its implications regarding behaviour of the sub- 
storm neutral line: CDAW 9, unpublished manuscript, 
1993] as part, of the CDAW 9 campaign, since it pro- 
vided a good example of auroral surge formation as- 
sociated with plasma sheet recovery and tailward re- 
treat of the substorn• neutral line. Viking images over 
the northern polar cap and DMSP-F7 images over the 
southern polar cap were used, as were plasma and mag- 
netic field data from ISEE 1 and 2 about, 17Rz tail- 
ward of Earth and 3R/r duskward of the magnetotail 
axis. Data, from t, he 1984-129 geosynchronous satellite 
and ground-based magnetometer dat, a from the Alaska 
chain and from some Canadian and Russian stations 
were also used. 

The ISEE 1 and 1984-129 satellites were close to the 

2300 MLT meridian, and the Alaska chain xva.s near 
2200 MLT. In order t.o relate the tail magnetic field and 
plasma variat, ions to the evolution of the aurora t, he 
Tsyganenko-1987 magnetic field model was employed 
using the technique of Jankowska et al. [1990] and E1- 
phinsto•½ et al. [1990, 1991]. 

The data clearly show that, there were two substorm 
onsets, at 0919 UT and 0936 UT. However, the first 
one was limited (as seen by ground magnetometers) t,o 
a narrow sector of the auroral oval at the magnetic lati- 
tude range ß = 600 -650 and within the 2-hour interval 
2100-2300 MLT. Magnetic disturbances and bright au- 
roral forms were localized inside that small region un- 
til 0936 UT. Plasma sheet thinning was observed on 
ISEE 1 and 2, beginning within a few minutes around 
0919 UT. ISEE 1 revealed that a rapid earthward flow 
of plasma began at about 0.915 tIT. The 1984-129 satel- 
lite registered electron injection (30-300 keV) near 0919 
tIT. 

In a summary of these data, Hones et al. (unpub- 
lished manuscript, 1993) suggested that the substorm 
neutral line was formed at -•0919 UT, probably some- 
what tailward of lSEE 1 (-17Rz > x > -26/•). Note 
for later discussion, however, that the ISEE 1 magne- 
tometer showed field line stretching during the 0830- 
0935 UT interval (Hones et al., unpublished manuscript, 
1993, Figtire 8). There was no dipolarization simulta- 
neously or shortly after the particle injection at 0919 
UT. 

Important changes began near 0936 UT. ISEE 1 
recorded the start of a radial dipolarization at about 
that time. The 1984-129 satellite measured a second 30 

to 300 keV electron injection event. On t, he ground the 
magnetometers registered both a poleward (> 4 ø) and 
east-west widening of the disturbed region, as well a.s 
strongly enhanced activity level after 0936 UT. Viking 
images (R. Elphinstone, private communication, 1994) 
revealed a similar widening and brightening of the au- 
roral spot. At 0923 UT a weak spot was located 
at •,•, •63ø-71øand •2040-2320 MLT; at 0936 UT a 
bright aurora was seen at •m •63ø-71øand •2100-0130 
MLT. 

The events up to 0951 UT have been summarized by 
Hones et al. (unpublished manuscript, 1993) as follows: 

"After about an hour of increasing stretching of the 
tail field, expansive phase onse• began at 0919 or 0936 
tIT and plasma sheet, thinning occurred. By 0950 UT 
the auroral expansion had ceased, leaving a t, hickened 
nigh•side oval extending over many hours of local time, 
and there is evidence that the substorm neutral line was 

placed a.t a•o,s,•a• < 26/i•E." Earlier in the same paper, 
they described the events as follows' "By •0951 tIT the 
poleward expansion had faded ... This was the end of 
the expansive phase and the beginning of the recovery 
phase .... At, • 0951 tIT a bright spot became evident, 
on the poleward border between 22 and 23 MLT in a, 
Viking image. This persists ... and assumes •he shape of 
an auroral surge in several of the Viking images. These 
reveal t, hat .... by 1017:45 tIT the surge had moved 
about, one hour of local time westward." 

By approximately the same t, ime (after 0954 UT) a 
plasma sheet recovery was observed by ISEE 1. Hones 
et al. (unpublished manuscript, 1993) suggested "that, 
the envelopment of ISEE 1 by plasma restilted when a 
plasma sheet, thickening wave moving duskward across 
the •a, il reached ISEE. This thickening wave was the pro- 
jection of the surge seen in both hemispheres." They 
also observed an upward field-aligned current at the 
surge head with a density, a.t 1005-1007 tIT, of •2 
pA/m 2 and total int, ensi•y of •4x10•A. Their main 
conclusion is tha• the FAC flowing upward in the head 
of the aurora] surge mapped to the leading edge of a 
wave of pla, sma sheet t, hickening that was advancing 
duskward across the t, ail. They infer tha• the thick- 

ening wave was "a. manifestation of segment, al retreat 
of the substorm neutral line" 

Note also thai Ho•.½s •! al. [1987, also unpublished 
manuscript, 1993] det, ermined the substorm phases as 
follows: expansion phase from 0919 or 0936 until 0950 
tIT, and recovery phase from 0951 UT. Now let, us look 
at, the MIT 2 data. 

4. MIT 2 Data Presentation 

In t, he present, work, 83 ground-based magnetic sta- 
r, ions [Mishin et al., 1992b, Appendix 1] and the iono- 
spheric electric conductivky model of M•shi• e! al. 
[1986] were used as inputs for the MIT method de- 
scribed in section 2 above. The quiet day May 22, 1986, 
was chosen as reference level for the geomagnetic field 
variat, ions. The MIT 2 outputs mos; impor;ant for this 
study are parameters •l,- , lw, and •N. 

The met, hod of determining •, conforn•ably to •he 
event concerned, is illust, rated in Figure 3b and is de- 
scribed in t, he text, devoted to the analysis of this figure. 
Calculat, ing •l - ß - •2, the value of •2 - 28 x 10 7 
Wb has been used, corresponding •o the minimum •- 
value observed in the interval upon consideration (i.e., 
May 3, 0000-1030 tIT). For calculating d using (4), it 
was necessary to have the values of the solar wind veloc- 
ity V, which were unavailable in the interval 0919-1030 
UT. Therefore we used V=500 km/s as the expected 
characteristic value for subs•orm. This assumption can 
affect, the absolute values of d but not, •he essential 
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conclusions in the present paper with regard to sub- 
storm timing. For the latter, the moments in time where 
the difference c •- QT = 0 were used as an additional 
signature. This difference depends on the value of V. 
However, it, was found out, that these moments in time 

do not change (within a few minutes) in the interval 

V = (500 + 100) km/s. Nevertheless, the plot of differ- 
ences (•/-QT) will be used in the present paper only to 
be sure that, the plot, does not, contradict the conclusions 
inferred independently. 

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the equivalent, iono- 
spheric current and FAC system during the subst, otto. 

May 3, 1986 

0915UT 12 0935UT 12 0938UT 12 
(a) 

o 

18 06 

(b) 

18 06 

/xj II -0.08 g A/m 2 Aj II -0.081.• A/m 2 'Jll =0.08 • A/m2 
0939UT 0940 UT 0945UT 

) 

18 06 

b) 

18 06 

00 AJll=0.08[•Aan 2 00 /xj, :0.08•A/m z 00 &j!l=0.08•A,m2 

[ ] UPW,© FAC l DOWNWARD FAC 
Figure 3. (a) MIT equivalent current systems and (b) MIT FAC densit, y distributions for the 
CDAW 9C, substorm. The dotted contours in Figure 31:, are the polar cap bouhdaries. Asterisks in 
Figure 3a indicate the western end of the west. ward electrojet.. A strong N-W twisting (expansion) 
of the electrojet is seen. The downward FA(' re&ion 1 extends through the morning and evening 
sectors at. 0940 and 0945 UT. See text for greater details. 
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Five moments were chosen' 0915 UT before the first 
substorm onset, 0935 UT just before the second onset, 
and 0938, 0939, and 0940 UT during the final (global) 
stage of the second substorm onset. 

The western termination of the westward electrojet 
is shown as an asterisk in Figure 3a. That. is the point 
where the zonal component of the electrojet changes 
its sign. When this termination is located around mid- 
night, the current system is of DP 2 type, i.e., it does 
not contain current wedge and corresponds to a clas- 
sical two-vortex system of ionospheric plasma convec- 
tion. A displacement of the discontinuity to the evening 
sector means a northwestward expansion of the west- 
ward auroral electrojet and, simultaneously, indicates 
the DP 2 • DP 1 transition. The reason for the tran- 

sit, ion is the superposition of a large-scale current. wedge 
on DP 2-currents (see section 2). 

From Figure 3a it, is evident that at 0915 UT a clear 
DP 2 type is observed; at 093,5 UT one can observe the 
initial stage of the DP 2 • DP 1 transition. The signa- 
ture is a weak decrease of tw (see also Figure 4). The 
similar t, ype of the current system (i.e., DP 2 rather 
than DP 1) was observed until 0938 UT, when an 
celeratiOn of the global process was began. The two as- 
terisks shown in Figure 3a at 0938 and 0939 UT, mark 
the terminations of two wes[ward electrojets which were 
clearly separated in DP 2 type, but they merge together 
Upon completion of the transition to DP 1 type. (One 
of these jets, at higher latitudes, is closure current of 
the eastward auroral electrojet in the evening sector.) 
Time 0938-0939 UT corresponds to the prefinal stage 
of merging of the two westward electrojets. At 0940 
t.IT this merging is observed in Figure 3a as the com- 
pleted event; i.e., a clear DP 1 type is observed. Only 
one auroral electrojet exists at this time, and it. con- 
tinues all the way t.o •1600 MLT, while the ea.stward 
auroral electrojet, is suppressed. A similar type, i.e., a. 
clear DP 1, was observed long time after 0940 UT. The 
same pattern of DP 2 • DP 1 evolution is observed 
in Figure 4 , showing plots of the geomagnetic latitude 
(I)•v and MLT tw of the asterisks (symbols (I)N and tw 
were introduced in section 2). Note that after the first, 
substorm onset at 0919 UT the value of tw varied by 
small jump from •231,5 MLT to •2115 MLT during 
few minutes; this was followed by a plateau (see Figure 
4). After 0937 UT a larger jump of tw was observed to 
reach a value of •1600 MLT, assuming that large scale 
current wedge was produced in the interval 0937-0940 
UT. 

Let us now consider Figure 3b, which shows the distri- 
bution of FAC density. Closed dotted contours denote 
the uncorrected polar cap boundaries for each time. No 
correction (to be explained below) was introduced in 
order to give the reader a more pictorial rendition of 
the method of determining the polar cap boundary. 
One can see that. at 0915 UT (when a clear DP 2 
type was observed) the three FAC regions of Iijima and 
Potemr'a [1976] are readily identified in the dist, ribution 
of FAC density. Indeed, the near-pole region shows up- 
ward FA('• in the morning sector and downward FAC in 
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Figure 4. Plots of AE, AU, and MIT outputs for 
the CDAW 9C substorm: open tail magnetic flux (•), 
Poynting flux input into the magnetosphere (•'), total 
substorm power (Qr), and coordinates (tw and (I>N) of 
the western end of the westward electrojet. The single 
asterisk marks the start of the first active phase. The 
double asterisk denotes expansion onset. 

the evening sector, which corresponds to FAC region 3; 
downward FAC in the morning sector and upward FAC 
in the evening sector are observed at a lower latitude, 
which corresponds to FAC region 1' and at a still lower 
latitude one again observes upward FAC in the morn- 
ing sector and downward FAC in the evening sector, 
i.e., FAC region 2. 

The three FAC regions are extended in latitude when 
compared with those in the familiar scheme by Iijima 
and Potemra, which (an extension) leads to a decrease 
in the polar cap area.. This extension is caused by trun- 
cation of the series of Legendre polynomials, approxi- 
mating the magnetic potential of the geomagnetic vari- 
ation field. The decrease in PC area depends on the 
length of the polynomial series used. In the cases un- 
der consideration, the polynomial series P•*•(cosO)was 
used, where ,=1-26 and m=0-4. According to spe- 
cially performed numerical simulations, for the afore- 
mentioned polynomial series the truncation effect is 
compensated within -•10% by multiplying the PC area 
by the correction factor •/= 2.0 (see Mishin, [1990, pp. 
91, 156-157] for details). This correction factor is taken 
into account in plots of • and •' values in Figure 4 of 
the present work, although it is not shown in Figure 3. 
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It is easy to see that the truncation effect creates also 
an underestimate of Upc values by a factor of x/• - v•. 

Let, us return to Figure 3b, 0915 UT. Despite the 
aforementioned truncation effect, the three FAC regions 
from the scheme by Iijima and Potemra are relatively 
readily identified in this case, thus permitting us to de- 
termine the polar cap boundary shown by the dotted 
line (the high-latitude boundary of FAC region 1). It 
is less easy to identify the boundary of FAC region 1 
at 093,5 UT when the DP 2 • DP 1 transit, ion was 

in progress. At this inst, ant, some details appear inside 
of the supposed polar cap which do not. correspond t.o 
the aforementioned classical scheme. At this point and 
there after we use, as additional information, t, he equiv- 
alent current systen• (Figtire 3a, 0935 UT), enabling 
us to deterlnine the low-latitude boundary of' FAC re- 
gion i by identifying this boundary with the central 
line of the auroral electrojet. With such an approach, 
despite the aforementioned uncertainty, it is apparent, 
from the figure that in the interval 0915-0935 UT the 
polar cap area was growing. Note that the downward 
FAC region, denoted by the symbol "Y" in Figtire 3b, 
is located inside of the polar cap at 0935 UT, when 
the DP 2 --> DP I transit, ion still was in t, he prefinal 
stage. This means t, hat two westward elect, rojet, s of the 
DP ;2 system (which were mentioned in a description of 
Figtire 3a above) had not, yet merged together. 

Let. us now consider Figure 3b for 0940 [TT, when 
t, he DP 2 --> D P 1 transition was completed and 
t, wo aforementioned electrojets had merged. One can 
see that, downward FAC region 1, which was localized 
mainly in the morning sector at 0935 UT and earlier, 
now extended deep into the evening sector and merged 
together with region Y. As a restilt, we can conclude 
that the polar cap area is decreased markedly during 
t, he time interval 0935-0940 UT. 

The type of equivalent current systems at the int, erval 
0935-0939 UT cannot be identified without ambiguity. 
Therefore in Figtire 3a for 0938 UT (a.s well as for 0939 
UT) two asterisks, rather than one, mark the supposed 
t, erminat, ion of t, he westward electrojet,, to whiclt corre- 
spond t,•vo variant, s of the polar cap boundary in Figure 
3b (i.e., •vit, h and without region Y inside of t, he po- 
la.r cap). Accordingly, use was made of •l values for 
bot, h variants at the interval 0935-0939 UT, a.nd their 

average values are shown on plot of • in Figtire 4. 
Vertical bars show the difference of •l values for the 
t, wo variants. 

The • plot, in Figtire 4 illustrates the process con- 
sidered in greater detail. 

Figtire 4 gives also the plots of activity indices. The 
indices were obtained using data from 12 stations. From 
Figure 4 it, is apparent that the first substorm onset cre- 
at, ed a growth of the AU index to 95 nT and of t, he AE 
index to 380 nT. The growth of these indices in response 
to the final stage of the second supposed substorm onset 
at 0935-0940 tIT reached 130 nT and 860 nT, respec- 
tively. The same difference of the two substorn• onsets 
is observed on the: intensity plots of the two auroral 
elect, rojets (t. he plot, s are not, shown). 

The plots of :• and QT presented in the same figure, 
where a calcula. tion of Qr was performed with values 
of r according to Go,zalcz et al. [1989]. The value 
of r - 0.5 hour was used for the time interval 0925- 

0940 UT, when the energy input • --, 10 •2 W occured 
(Figure 4), which corresponds to the storm main phase 
rather than a recovery phase. The input power d < 
1 x 10 TM W and declining values of D,t - index are seen 
in Figure 6 at, 0900-0919 and 0945 tIT, both of which 
are the signatures of the storm recovery phase. There- 
fore we used the value of •- - 7.0 hour for these two 

time intervals, and an intermediate value of r for the 
intervals 0920-0925, and 0940-0945 [IT. As a, result, it, 

is seen in Figure 4 that the difference P - •'- Q7' was 
positive, i.e., the external energy source ensured the to- 
t. al observed disturl,ance power' thus it. was mainly a 
driven (li,sturl•ance in the interval 0919-0935 [rT. Af- 

ter the second onset the difference e •- Qr decreases 
rapidly and becomes negative. In this case, d => 0 
while Aœ => max. Obviously, the disturbance energy 
after the second onset is ensured mainly by the intram- 
agnetospheric source' the disturbance becomes mainly 
unloading. 

An important additional information about, the spa- 
t, ial localization of the two onsets is contained in Fig- 
ure 5, showing 11 available X magnetograms h'om sta- 
tions that. recorded at least one of the onsets with a 

selected (crude, see the figure) sensitivity. The figtire 
shows the st, ation's latit, ude and MLT at 091[) UT, which 
permits a rough evaluation of the visibility region size 
for each onset,. 

One can see that the visibility zone was limited by 
a low-latitude boundary ß m 600 (Sitka) for both on- 
sets. The high-latitude boundary of this zone is 4• m 650 
(College) for the first onset and 4• m 710 (Inuvik) for the 
second onset,. A disturbance maximum was observed 

near (I> • 650 at the t, ime of occurrence of both on- 

sets. Thus the instability that produced the second on- 
set, occurred on the highlatitude boundary of the first 
onset source region; this region expanded tailward in 
the course of the second onset,. Similarly, ground-based 
magnetometers "saw" the first onset in a narrow longi- 
tudinal sector (2200-2300 MLT) and the second onset 
in a wider longitudinal sector (2100-0100 MLT). The 
transition fi'om t, he first, to the second onset was not a 

continuous process but rather was a discrete process. 
The second onset started after the first when this sub- 

storm intensification had partly decayed. This start (of 
the second onset) took place in another domain of the 
plasma, sheet, and involved a new sort of physics: the 
open tail reconnection. 

Figure 5 shows quite clearly the localized substorm 
onset at Fort Yukon, which was observed a little earlier 
than 0935 UT. Figure 5 shows also clearly the 0936 UT 
onset at, College. Therefore we cannot accept 0938 UT 
as the second substorm onset start time if the latter is 

defined as the earliest froin observed. There are two ad- 

ditional arguments supporting the view that the earliest 
onset at •0935 UT was not too spatially localized. 

1. Hones et al. (unpublished manuscript, 1993) noted 
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Figure 5. X component magnetograms from some 
magnetometer stations: Inuvik (INK), Norma.n Wells 
(NOW), Yellowknife (YEK), Barrow (BRW), Fort, 
Simpson (FSP), Fort, Yukon (FYU), College (COL), 
Talkeetna (TLK), Mea, nook (MEA), Sitka (SIT), and 
Anchorage (AMU). Magnetic latitudes and local times 
are indicated. The single asterisk marks the start of the 
first active phase. The double asterisk denotes expan- 
sion onset. 

0936 UT a.s the substorm onset, using both the College 
magnetogram a. nd data from satellite 1984-129 (see sec- 
tion 3). 

'2. Plots of • a, nd •/ (Figure 4) (as well a.s a com- 
parison of the pola.r cap areas in Figure 3b for 0935 
and 0938 [IT) indicate that the rapid decrease of these 
parameters began just, after 0935 UT. 

As the resume, we determine the whole interva.1 0935- 
0940 UT as the t, ime of the second substorm onset. The 

principal signature of this onset is a rapid decrea.se of 
the open tail magnetic flux •, the start of which was 
observed at, ,-•0935 [IT (Figure 4). Earliest,, spat, ia.lly 
localized signa.tures of the onset, were also observed at, 
,-•0933, 0936, and 0936 UT, respectively, on magne- 
tograms of Fort, Yukon, and College, and data of syn- 
chronous satellite 1984-129. Subsequent, global signa- 
tures were observed a.t 0938-0940 UT in the form of 

a. sudden a.ccelera.ted tra.nsforma.tion of the equivalent 
current system from DP 2 to DP 1 type (Figures 4 
a.nd 3a.), and a corresponding change of the FAC sys- 
tem (Figure 3b), and in the form of rapidly increasing 
AE indices (Figure 4). 

Now we can try to express the conclusions obtained 
on two successive substorn• onsets in t, erms of pha.ses 
of a typica.1 substorm. Mishin [1991] a.nd Mzsh.•,• •l al. 
[1992a,] argued tha, t in a. typical substorm there a, re two 
sorts of substorm onsets with two kinds of physics which 
a, re rela, ted to two subsequent a.ctive phases of a typica.1 

substorm. They described typica.1 observed signa.tures 
of ea.ch pha.se a.nd ca.lled them, respectively, the first 
a.nd second (expansion) phase. In this connection, a.ll 
the foregoing with regard t,o the intervals 0919-0935 a.nd 
0935-0950 UT enables us to rela, te these two interva.ls 

to the first a. ctive a.nd expansive phase, respectively. A 
first, active phase is, primarily, a. driven process, a. sec- 
ond (expansion) phase is mainly a.n unloading process. 
These conclusions a.nd different physics of two a.ctive 
phases will be discussed a.dditiona.lly in the next sec- 
t, ion. 

Thus we identified two a. ctive phases of the substorm 
considered, but, not, the growth a.nd recovery phases. 
The la, tter was identified a.nd described by Hones et. a.1. 
with its start at, 0951 UT (section 3). MIT da. ta support 
this conclusion (see Figure 4) without, a.dding a.nything 
essentia, lly new on the recovery phase. A more interest- 
ing ta,sk is to identify the prepha. se, i.e., growth phase 
of the substorm considered, which is expected to be a. 
driven process, when input power s• a.nd activity in- 
dex AE a.re both correlated positively with the da.yside 
magnetopa.use reconnection ra. te M. 

Figure 6 conta.ins some informa.tion about, the pre- 
history of the event being studied, i.e., the plots of 
Upc,tw,D•t, a.nd • for the interval 0600-1100 UT. 
Upc is the polar cap potentia.1 drop calculated by MIT 
as the difference between ma.xinmm a.nd minimum va.1- 

ues of the electric potentia.1 in the ionosphere of the 
dayside polar ca.p [Mishin, 1991]. Upc values in Fig- 
ure 6 corrected by multiplying by x/• (see above "the 
series of Legendre polynomia.ls trunca.tion effect," ). It is 
known that [.'"•Pc can be considered to be the result of 
a, transfer in the ionosphere of the solar wind potential 
drop M on t, he clayside magnet, opa.use reconnection line 
[e.g., œocl•u,ood 1991]. Therefore it, is possible to use 
the plot of' [,'•_, in Figure 6 a.s a, tentative substitute 
of M plot for the time interva.1 0830-0935 UT. This in- 
terva,1 does not. include the expa. nsion phase but covers 
the loading phase of the substorm considered, beca. use 
a growth of the input power c/ (and hence the open 
tail ma.gnetic flux •)is observed through this interval. 
Using4 in a. ddition the Figure 3 data, one can see tha. t 
the positive difference s/-QT occurs a.t 0910-0935 UT. 
The tota.1 energy loa. ded during this la.tter interva.1 is 
close to lx 10 22 erg. However, returning to Figure 6, 
one ma.y note tha.t there is no expected positive cor- 
relation between l•Pc' a.nd input, power c/ during a.nd 
before the load. It, means (in t, erms of the model where 
l•r:, is the substitute for M) tha.t, the substorm under 
considera.tion was not stimula.ted by a.n increa.sing of M 
during its loa. ding pha. se. Hence (in terms of the sa.me 
model) it, was a specia.1 type substorm, with the loading 
pha,se stimula.ted by intra.ma.gnetosphere processes. The 
physics of' this special loading process will be discussed 
in the next section. 

A sul>st, orm growth phase is usually defined as a time 
interva.1 with signatures of storage of the •mgnet, ota.il 
energy but without substorm onsets. Such signatures 
are observed in the interva.1 0910-0919 UT. Thus we 
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Figure 6. Plots of AE, Dst, and MIT 2 outputs for the 
interval 0600-1030 UT, May 3, 1986: polar cap poten- 
tial (•;pc'), Poynting flux input into the magnetosphere 
(d), and MLT of the western termination of the west- 
ward electrojet (tw). The single asterisk marks the 
start of the first active phase. The double asterisk de- 
notes expansion onset. 

will call this interval the growth phase, although it was 
a special growth phase, i.e., without growth of 

We have identified the following phases in the sub- 
storm: the first active phase during 0919-0935 UT, the 

expansion phase at 0935-0951 UT, and the recovery 
phase at 0951-1030 UT, as well as (though less clearly) 
a short-lasting growth phase at, 0910-0919 UT. Starts 
of phases at 0919 and 0951 UT are both determined ac- 
cording to Hones et al., which does not, contradict, the 
MIT data in Figure 4. However, the expansion onset at 
0933-0935 UT, determined from MIT data, differs from 
the moment in time 0936 UT which was determined by 
Hones et al. using synchronous orbit data. The expan- 
sion onset in MIT (i.e., ground) data is ahead of that 
in geostationary orbit by 1 to 3 min. ,5'auvaud [1992] 
estimated the velocity of the injection front earthward 
propagation to be between 64 and 140 km/s. [rsing 100 
km/s and a delay of 1.5 min, we will find, for the initial 
location of the current. reduction, a radial distance of 
8.1 R• following ,5'auvaud [1992]. With 140 km/s and 
a delay of 3 min we have for the same distance about 
11 R•. Thus this initial distance of the open tail recon- 
nection region is from 8 to 11 RE, which is markedly 
tailward of the region of 0919 [IT onset,. Subsequently, 
the open tail reconnection (the expansion onset) region 
propagates still farther tailward. 

5. Discussion and Conclusions 

An analysis of the substorm of May 3, 198(3, 0910- 
1030 UT has been made in this paper by using the data 
base reported by Ho',e• et al, [1987, also unpul:•lished 
manuscript, 1993] and additional MIT 2 data. We have 
identified the signatures of classical growth, expansion, 
and recovery phases in the intervals 0910-0919, 0935- 
0950 and 0951-1030 UT, respectively. However, the in- 
terval 0919-0935 UT could not be identified una•nbigu- 
ously from the Hones et al. data. Additional MIT :2 
data have demonstrated that this interval does not. cor- 

respond t,o the expected signatures of any one of the 
above phases' 

1. In the beginning of the interval 0919-093,5 UT a 
clear substorm onset occurred, but its signatures were 
observed in a, narrow sector, ,-02200-2300 MLT a.t. lati- 

tudes ß _< 65 ø, which is mapped to the innermost cur- 
rent, sheet. where no large-scale neutral line has ever 
been observed. 

2. A current. system, approaching the DP 2 type, 
(i.e., corresponding to a directly driven mechanism, 
which is fed by an external energy source) was observed 
in the interval 0919-0935 UT, which confirms the ab- 
sence of large-scale cross-tail current disruption. The 
sign of the difference: -QT was positive at. 0919-0935 
UT, which a. lso means predominance of the external 
disturbance energy source (in contrast to the interval 
0935-09,50 [IT). 

3. The open tail magnetic flux was increasing in the 
interval 0919-0935 UT, which excludes open tail recon- 
nection as the predominating trend in this interval. 

The a, forementioned signatures in 0919-0935 [IT are 
consistent. with those for a special substorm phase con- 
t. aining so-called "nmltiple onsets" and said to be the 
"first. active phase" [Mishin e! al., 1992a, and refer- 
ences therein]. Obviously, this phase differs from the 
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expansion phase. This phase differs also from the 
growth pha, se by a, higher activity level, the presence 
of substorm onsets observed on the ground and near 
geosynchronous orbits, and the presence of correspond- 
ing small-scale current, disruptions. Accordingly, the 
phase of multiple onsets is characterized by a, special 
physics' instabilities in the innermost current sheet, not 
peculiar t,o the early growth phase, i.e., to the "simple" 
loading process which is observed prior to substorm on- 
sets. 

In the aforementioned general scenario, a "specia.1 
physics" of the first active phase involves (in addition 
to the aforementioned instabilities) still another sup- 
posed peculiarity. This is a chain of processes created 
by the tail stretching with a positive feedback (TSF for 
short). The hypothesis of TSF offers a clearer expla.- 
nation of why substorms (in the scope of the scenario) 
follow the same scheme of development' growth phase 
- multiple onsets - expansion - recovery phase. TSF a.s- 
sumes a. continuous growth of the input power :' after 
an initial jump of dayside magnetopause reconnect, ion 
ra, te M, even if M a,re maintained after the jump on 
the consta,nt initial level. Indeed, as a consequence of 
the initial growth of input energy :', the intensity Jr 
of cross-tail current would increase, and, as a conse- 

quence, the tail length IT would also increase. From 
formula (13) (section 2) it follows that the growth of 
tile tail length leads to a. further increase of input en- 

-' (even when M=const), and so on, continuously, ergy • 

with the positive feedback, until a. threshold of a special 
instability would be attained, which can stop TSF and 
create a collapse of the t, ail. 

Growth of Jr and lr, in itself, means a growth l)hase. 
A continua.tion of this process leads to first inst. abilities 
in the innermost (and most intense) current sheet, and, 
accordingly, t.o the first. active phase, which, however, 
cannot stop TSF. As this phase progresses, a growth of 
•, JT and lr continues, thus creating the next. insta- 
bility, which is observed tailward of the first, one. This 
second (in t, ime) instability is observed to include the 
open tail reconnection, which crea, tes the expansion on- 
set, although it stops the development of TSF. If the 
external conditions that have generated TSF persist, for 
a long time, then the tail length recovers during the 
recovery pha.se or a little later, and the cycle of three 
(without growth phase) or four standard phases is ex- 
pected to recur, even with a stationary solar wind (at. a 
sufficiently high level of M and ,•). 

This hypothesis is the result of studying a number 
of substorms using a conventional data base including 
the solar wind data, a.nd, in addition, data of MIT :2. 

Unfortuna. tely, it. is impossible to test the hypothesis of 
TSF with a conclusive result, in this study, because the 
solar wind data were unavailable. Nevertheless, one new 

supporting a. rgument, may be mentioned using the polar 
cap potential drop •;ec' as the tentative substitute of 
dayside magnetopause reconnection rate M. Vv'ith such 
an approach, we can explain the special character of the 
substorm growth phase mentioned in section 4, i.e., lack 
of a positive correlation between •' and •, on the one 

hand, and/-.;ec', on the other, which was observed a,t the 
interval 0830-0935 UT when input power •.' was growing 
an order of magnitude (Figure 6). Indeed, growth of 
ß • and •', observed when Uec is decreased or remains 
unchanged, can be interpreted using formulas (12) and 
(13), as the restilt, of strong tail stretching, due to TSF, 
in the course of this interval. 

At, this point, we return to the question of the nat, ure 
of instabilities ill the innermost current sheet,. Earlier, 

we pointed out tha, t multiple onsets seem to be initi- 
ated by some instability that diverts the innermost, very 
intense, part of the t, ail current, sheet, into a current. 
wedge via the auroral ionosphere [McPher•'o.',, 1989]. 
The power comes mostly from the solar wind but, also 
from magnetic energy in the immediate vicinity of the 
wedge due t.o partial tail collapse in a limited local time 
sect, or. The nature of the instability is still ama, tter 
of speculation. Different models have been proposed. 
One possibility is electron chaot, ization that lea, ds to a 
tearing illode instability [B•tch•.er a•d Zele•.qt, 1987' 
P•tlkki•;•-• •1 al., 1991]. Other possibilities are a sudden 
appearance of double layers above the brightening auro- 
ral arc through a feedback instability in the ionosphere- 
magnetosphere current, circuit, as in the P•BSF model 
[Block el. al., 1986'Rolhwell el al., 1988b, 1991], current 
disruption of the intense dawn-dusk current at the inner 
edge of the plasma sheet. [Lui, 1991], a thermal catastro- 
pile [Go•'tz ct•d ,s'•ntlh. 1989], or a Ptayleigh-Ta.ylor-like 
instability at tile inner edge of t, he plasma sheet [Rou:r 
•l al., 1991]. 

Thus the nature of instabilities ill the innermost cur- 

rent sheet is not completely clear, 10ut, relat, ively low 
thresholds for these instabilities (in terms of Jr,lr, 
and •'.) and spatia,1 region with closed field lines dis- 
tinguishes them fi'om those of unloading process, which 
predominat•es during expansion onset. Therefore we as- 
sume that two active phase have different physics. Such 
an assumption is consistent with the synthesis model of 
Lui [1991] where the active substorm period is also di- 
vided into two different stages which are simila,r to our 
two active phases. 

Now, we will discuss the second active (expansion) 
pha,se. Unloading processes seem to be triggered of- 
ten by a sudden decrease in power input h'om the solar 
wind, lnuch ill the sa. lne manner as a sudden switching 
off of the generator in an inductive circuit, when previ- 
ously loaded energy immediately illduces high voltage 
at the switch (above t. he brightening arc) where a large 
fraction of t. he energy is dissipated. In the case dis- 
cussed a. bove, however, IMF data were unavailable. Us- 

ing the plot, of/7;pc' a.s an indirect indicator of a power 
input from t, he sola, r wind, one can see (Figtire 6) that 
the expected signature of the triggered expansion on- 
set, was not observed in the event considered. It, seems 

likely that. the expansion onset, was a spontaneous one. 
If this is true, then a fast decrease of c', observed in the 
interval of 0935-0940 tIT (Figure 4), is not the cause 
but, a, coilsequence of the process that produced the ex- 
pallsion oilset,. 

One more remark about some of substorn• models 
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is in order. The results in section 4 appear to con- 
tradict the neutral line model, which is hard to recon- 
cile with the large expansion of the westward electrojet 
all the way to 1600 MLT. The M-I coupling model of 
Kan [1991] predicts large northwestward expansion of 
the aurora and the westward electrojet (as observed af- 
ter expansion onset), but only as an externally (solar 
wind) driven process. However, our analysis shows that 
expansion onsets are usually powered internally within 
the magnetosphere, since the energy input s' from the 
solar wind does not cover the dissipation within the 
magnetosphere-ionosphere system. 

There is, on the other hand, no apparent conflict be- 
t, ween our results and the M-I coupling model of Roth- 
well ½! al. [1989] and of œui [1991]. 

On the whole, this case study of a CDAW 9C sub- 
storm supports the scenario with two active phases, al- 
though the unavailability of solar wind parameters has 
limited considerably the potential of our analysis. 

6. Summary 

The MIT 2 technique, described in section 2, ensures 
the determination of the polar cap boundaries and area 
and hence of both the variable magnetic flux in the 
"open" tail (•1) and the always persisting "quasi-open" 
magnetic flux in the near-pole part of the polar cap 
(•2). The plot, of IX/1 visualises the dynamics of the 
dayside magnetic merging and nightside reconnection in 
the course of the event considered. With a knowledge of 
ß • and the solar wind parameters V and IMF, it is pos- 
sible to calculate the energy input to the magnetosphere 
(d), the efficiency of the solar wind - magnetosphere dy- 
namo, and the variable tail length. The fact that values 
of •,. > 3 x 108 Wb are observed all the time leads to 
a model of the geomagnetosphere involving, along with 
the open tail, also a quasi-open tail, whose field lines 
intersect the equatorial plane but are of such a length 
that they lose the properties of a magnetic trap. 

MIT 2 data, that were used as additional information, 
made it possible to reveal new features of the substorm 
of May 3, 1986, 0900-1030 UT, as described earlier by 
Hones e! al. [1987, also unpublished manuscript, 1993]. 
The main features characterize the differences of pro- 
cesses which produced two substorm onsets, at 0919 
and ~0935 UT. 

1. It has been pointed out that the open mag- 
netic flux • continues to grow following the first sub- 
storm onset and that • decreases rapidly just after (or 
around.) the second onset. 

2. The ionospheric current system kept the type sim- 
ilar DP 2 after the first onset but changed rapidly to 
the DP i type after the second onset. 

3. The disturbed region was localized at x < 8RE 
after 0919 UT but propagated rapidly tailward after the 
second onset at 0935 UT (this latter was also pointed 
by Hones et al.). 

4. The difference d-Q•- remained positive after 0919 
tIT (which indicates the predominance of an external 

disturbance energy source) but changed sign shortly af- 
ter ~ 0935 UT. 

5. Both onsets, like the substorm as a whole, were 
following a marked decrease of values of Upc, although 
it kept its high value, similarly to the input power and 
the ring current intensity. Therefore, and using U•,½. as 
an substitute of the dayside magnetopause reconnection 
rate M, we suppose that the substorm considered be- 
longs to those arising spontaneously, without increasing 
of M. 

On the whole, based on the extended data set it has 

been possible to describe the event considered of May 
3, 1986, in the frames of the substorm scenario with 
two active phases. Its characteristic property, compared 
with the conventional scenario, is the phase of multiple 
onsets, also called the "first active phase." This phase is 
created by instabilities in the innermost current sheet, 
without neutral line formation. 
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